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IOTA – why is this crypto-currency different?IOTA In Use: Details, Fundamentals And Use Cases Chapter
6: The Idea Behind IotaChapter 7: Development IotaChapter 8: Iota Use CasesChapter 9: Frequently

Asked QuestionsChapter 10: Milestones And The FutureIOTA is a crypto-currency which emerged in later
2015, and it aims to tackle Blockchain's primary problems. Blockchain technologies like Bitcoin suffer
from various systemic problems, such as network congestion. In short, they cannot expand further and

won’t be able to process more transaction than the current limit of seven per second.IOTA addresses these
problems and offers a completely new technology, which is still decentralized but can procedure an

inifinite amount of transactions as well.This book will answer these questions.How will it work with the
web of Issues? With this algorithm, IOTA can theoretically process an infinite amout of transactions and

grows its network power if more participants join. The following questions might occur  Essentials
Chapter Iota And The Blockchain ChapterIota’What if the smart house will be receiving information in
order that it is fully automated and heated or cooled in the least expensive way possible?For connecting

the mass of intelligent gadgets and enable conversation amongst them, another Internet is essential. IOTA
enables exactly this.IOTA is still a relatively new technology, rather than much information is available

online, aside from blog posts, forum comments and random tweets.This is, where the Internet of Things
will come in: the word describes a vision of devices with sensors and information, which interact with one

another directly and form a new Internet. when trying to find out more about IOTA:What are IOTAs
strengths? The tangle is definitely another kind of database where participants have to confirm two other
transactions if they themself need to perform one.How does IOTA as a coin function?How to purchase
IOTA?s Technology ChapterHow TO GET Iota ChapterInvesting In Iota ChapterSecurity Methods For

what use situations can IOTA be utilized?How will IOTA develop in the next period?This technology is
called Tangle.You will find out more by looking into the preview (10 pages). It'll even give some

programming examples and also insights on IOTA's tangle technology - a technology that's entirely brand-
new.The book's content are the following: Introduction Iota –What would happen if intelligent cars would
receive warnings from smart sensors in the streets? What things to contemplate when buying IOTA?New

edition - November 2018!
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